Proof. Let k > 0. In addition to the canonical basis in we can consider the basis { ^h 5 " 1 1 h = 1 nCn-13 J.
} i n t h e s p a c e j f T h e n , T i s s i m u l t a n e o u s l y t h e m a t r i x o f c h a n g e f r o m t h e b a s i s { A E
w h e r e Thus, detCd^P^} is a symmetric polynomial in ^ X-n and by the fundamental theorem of symmetric polynomials it follows that detCd A P k 3 is a polynomial in the elementary polynomials :
• Now we prove that the matrices which are regular value for a power map P^, |k| > 1, are regular points of the Lie group 90Cn3. We remember that for a compact and connected Lie group G, an element x e G is a regular point iff it is contained in precisely one maximal torus [2, vol. II, p. 107] Proof. If A is a r®gular valu® for P^, th®n d®g Pk = E tfCX3, where iCXD is th® ind®x of P^ at X, that is *CX3 = X«P^1CA3 * sgnCd®tCdxP)(3D [1, Th. 24.9.4, p. 50] . Choosing A as in the [I] proof of Proposition 4 we se® that P.. CAD has k L J elements 
